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Welcome to our brochure to 
celebrate the first five years of 
Yelo. It has been a pleasure to see 
the practice grow so quickly into 
one of the leading practices in 
Brighton. The journey has seen 
us produce some truly beautiful 
architecture and we have so much 
more to come. We are very excited 
about the potential of the next five 
years and we look forward to you 
being a part of it.

Andy Parsons
Founder, Yelo Architects
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One Hove Park
Old Shoreham Road, Hove
Client: The Hyde Group
Value: £9m
Scale: 71 apartments
Status: Completed

One Hove Park was the site of a former language 
school and had been vacant since 2007. The site 
had two previous planning applications by another 
architectural practice but both were refused. 

After taking the commission Yelo won a planning 
consent at the first attempt by taking a different 
angle than the previous architects. Our proposal 
was highly site specific and focused towards 
providing a sensitive response to its setting. 
With its position between two parks we felt it was 
imperative that we had a landscape design that 
acted as green link between the two. We worked 
with landscape designer Nicholas Dexter to create 
a major feature of the scheme with both individual 
gardens and a stunning communal garden. 

http://www.yeloarchitects.com/project/one-hove-park-2/
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Headline for project
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The green approach continued as we designed 
the large balconies to have chambers against the 
glass screens specifically for grow bags and 
therefore allowing food growing opportunities  
to be an inherent part of the new community.

Despite being an urban location we had live 
badger setts within the site, working with an 
ecologist we incorporated the setts within a 
wildlife area allowing them to remain on site. 

Within months of being completed the project 
was fortunate to win two major design awards 
and has been a popular addition to the area.

“ Yelo provided a very professional service 
on a technically challenging and complex 
commission involving careful negotiation 
with key stakeholders and the local  
planning department.”

Tom Shaw, Development Director (South), The Hyde Group
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Brighton is in the grips of a major housing crisis  
and requires 30,000 new homes to meet the predicted 
housing demand. Inevitably with a geographically 
constrained city new developments will be denser 
and taller in certain areas like the seafront.

Our proposal for this site endeavours to demonstrate 
that tall buildings in Brighton need to be 
architecturally significant and also need to  
be sustainable.

Our intensive design development phase drew 
inspiration from the surrounding conservation area 
by recording, interpreting and reinventing key 
historical features. These elements then formed the 
aesthetics of the tower but in a contemporary way.

Sackville Tower
Kingsway, Hove
Client: The Hyde Group
Value: £20m
Scale: 98 apartments
Status: In planning

BACK TO CONTENTS  
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The tower is inherently sustainable and actually 
generates more energy that it uses. In the basement 
there is a centralised heat and power plant 
providing energy for all 98 apartments. In addition 
every balcony has solar panels within the glass 
that means the tower would generate 110Mwh  
of energy per annum.

Efficiency of layout is key to a tall building and  
the floor plates stack vertically however in order  
to give the tower its distinctive twist the outer 2m 
of each floor rotates at each level moving the 
balconies around one segment each time.
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This former children’s home has been empty for 
several years and was in need of a new plan to 
redevelop the site.

As it is within a conservation area we decided to 
sensitively convert the existing Victorian Villas and 
remove poorly conceived historic extensions. In the 
1950’s a link building was added between the villas 
and we decided to replace this with a contemporary 
brick building providing additional apartments.

Within the extensive grounds we placed 6 family 
houses that form an edge to the communal 
gardens. The houses each have an inner courtyard 
that pulls light down through the building and 
ensures windows are directed away from the 
surrounding neighbours.

Clermont Road
Clermont Road, Brighton
Client: Southern Housing Group
Value: £4.3m
Scale: 22 apartments & 6 houses
Status: In planning
View online
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By refining the proposed materials down to a 
minimal palette we have been able to increase  
the specification of them to include ‘roman’ linear 
bricks and brass screens and railings making this 
affordable scheme very high quality.

We decided early on to use contemporary bricks 
on the new buildings and to add a high level of 
detail that is revealed when the buildings are 
closely studied. The houses have projecting  
brick headers providing a visual texture as well  
as reveals and soffits also detailed in brick.  
The apartment block mixes vertical and horizontal 
brick coursing to create a considered brickwork 
pattern.
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This scheme for a site on an edge of a business 
park is intended to act as the catalyst for a 
substantial regeneration project. With its proximity 
to major transport links and an extensive park and 
also surrounded by exclusively residential areas  
a mixed use scheme weighted towards residential 
was the right approach.

The main building is deliberately designed to have 
a single core and was the result of many technical 
assessments to prove it was fully compliant with 
building regulations. The use of a single core allows 
a much higher level of quality to the communal 
circulation space. Residents arrive to a double 
height lobby that has views through to a courtyard 
space designed by landscaper Nicholas Dexter.

The efficiency continues with the apartment 
layouts stacking up throughout the building 
therefore reducing the number of flat types  
and ultimately the overall build cost.

Newtown Road
Newtown Road, Hove
Client: The Hyde Group
Value: £9m
Scale: 59 apartments, 6 houses and office space.
Status: Construction starts summer 2016
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http://www.yeloarchitects.com/project/newtown-road/
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“ We have worked with Yelo on several projects 
now and have always found them to be efficient, 
innovative, commercially minded, inventive in 
problem solving and refreshingly easy to deal 
with. The stuffy formality of a client-architect 
relationship is notable by its absence and the 
spirit of collaboration and willingness to listen 
to us as clients is very welcome.”

Paul Templeton, Baobab Developments

16  DEVELOPMENTS

Malling Street
Malling Street, Lewes
Client: Baobab Developments
Value: £1.5m
Scale: 4 Houses, 2 apartments, 1 office & retail
Status: In planning

This striking scheme is proposed for a prominent 
location within a conservation area. The reference 
for this design is the classic Lewes typography of 
tightly clustered houses positioned within narrow 
access points.

Using a new tile product we are able to wrap the 
building to give a coherent clean look accentuated 

with balconies and 
windows in a vibrant 
yellow cladding. The 
interiors of the houses 
are equally forward 
thinking and includes 
home offices with 
separate accesses to  
the rear of each house.  
A green roof acts as 
landscape for the light 
scoops funnelling light 
into bathrooms and  
the staircases.

BACK TO CONTENTS  
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Possibly the most difficult of our projects  
to photograph this scheme for houses is slid 
between two apartment buildings and is also  
50% underground.

Yelo were employed by the contractor to produce 
the design and build package for this timber 
framed scheme. Our strong technical expertise 
was essential in managing the combination of  
a large basement, a tight site and timber frame 
coordination. Additionally ensuring the long 
sweeping roof over all of the houses was 
beautifully detailed was paramount.

18  DEVELOPMENTS

City Park
Cumberland Terrace, Orchard Road, Hove
Client: BCM City
Value: £1.2m
Scale: 6 houses
Status: Completed

BACK TO CONTENTS  

http://yoursite.build/yelo/project/city-park-cumberland-terrace/
http://www.yeloarchitects.com/project/city-park-cumberland-terrace/
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3  The Vega Building, Phase 2, Roman Road, Hove 
Client: Southern Housing Group | Value: £2.2m
Scale: 8 Apartments & 1 Office
Status: Constructions starts July 2016  
Originally phase 2 of this site was due to be a 
medical centre but after the withdrawal of intent 
from the local Primary Care Trust, Yelo worked 
with the client to gain a new consent for their own 
offices and residential use. 

3
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1  Bath Street, Brighton 
Client: Natterjack | Value: £1.5m
Scale: 8 houses & 3 retail units
Status: Completed 
Working directly for the contractor, we produced 
all of the construction drawings for this Design 
& Build project which revitalises this popular 
conservation area of Brighton.
2  Montefiore Road, Hove 
Client: South Bank Estates | Value: £1.6m
Scale: 11 apartments | Status: On site
The challenge for this project was how to take 
a former mortuary building and through 
extensions and re-cladding create the 
impression of a contemporary new build.

1

2

2
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3  Lewes Yard, Lewes 
Client: Baobab Developments | Value: £1.2m 
Scale: 4 houses | Status: On site  
This is an exciting scheme of contemporary 
houses located directly above a listed underground 
chalk vault in the centre of Lewes. Yelo were 
selected by the contractor to deliver the 
construction phase due to our expertise  
in technically challenging projects.

4  Highland Road, Portsmouth 
Client: Protodale | Value: £1.5m 
Scale: 7 houses | Status: Out to tender  
A true regeneration project giving new life to  
a contaminated former garage site and providing  
an appropriate use to complement the surrounding 
houses. The houses are all cleverly designed to 
utilise courtyards and roof gardens for amenity  
and also window openings.

3

4
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1  Falcon Wharf, Lewes 
Client: Jeary Developments | Value: £1.5m
Scale: 7 houses | Status: On site 
Located on the banks of the River Ouse has 
meant that this scheme incorporates extensive 
flood prevention measures and involved careful 
detailing to secure the properties in the 
unfortunate event of a flood.

2  Ring Road, Lancing 
Client: Klas Properties | Value: £0.8m 
Scale: 2 houses | Status: In planning  
These contemporary dwellings situated on a 
backland site take inspiration from the existing 
1960’s modernist house. They are carefully 
designed to maximise their beautiful southerly 
views of the East Sussex coastline without 
impacting on the neighbours privacy.

1

2
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Founded in 1994 Ridgeview Wine Estate are 
arguably the pioneers in the production of English 
Sparkling Wine. As interest has grown, so has 
English Wine tourism with many vineyards now 
having Tasting Rooms or Cellar Doors.

Ridgeview decided in 2013 that their current 
‘tasting room’ was not in line with their brand  
and employed us to redesign their customer areas.

The production technology and procedures at  
the winery are absolutely cutting edge and it was 
obvious that the room needed to be modern in 
style and feel. Equally with the stunning classic 
view down over the vineyard with its neat rows 
and a slight slope the room needed to act as  
a backdrop.

Ridgeview Tasting 
Room
Fragbarrow Lane, Ditchling Common
Client: Ridgeview Wine Estate
Status: Completed

INTERIORS  2524  INTERIORS
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The room is also very 
flexible as a sliding wall 
acts to divide the room 
into two so a conference 
room can function at the 
same time as maintaining 
the traditional cellar door.

26  INTERIORS

“ Yelo hit the mark completely in each aspect  
of the project, expertly guiding it through  
from conception to completion. The result  
is a visionary project that has the required  
sense of awe and respect when clients  
visit Ridgeview.”

Mardi Roberts & Tom Surgey, Ridgeview Wine Estate 29.10.14

Throughout the year the vines grow, the leaves 
and grapes develop and they turn and twist 
giving a multitude of shades of green (the 
leaves) and red (the grapes). It was this sense 
of ever changing light and colour that gave us 
the concept for the room and its walls to have  
a variety of facets each reflecting light and 
colour in a different way to give a rich 
background to the drinking experience.

BACK TO CONTENTS  
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This project was launched during English 
Wine Week and aims to capitalise on the 
booming English wine and spirits industry.  
The £6 million hub would include tasting 
rooms, a museum, conferencing facilities,  
hotel rooms, a rooftop terrace complete with 
growing vines and a bar and restaurant 
looking out on to the River Ouse.

INTERIORS  29

South Downs  
Wine & Spirit Centre
Phoenix Quarter, Lewes
Client: South Down Wine & Spirit Centre
Value: £6m
Status: Planning consented

28  INTERIORS
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http://www.yeloarchitects.com/project/south-downs-wine-spirit-centre/
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1  London Cafe 
Client: Romo Coffee | Status: Tender stage  
After many years of coffee cart trading in central 
London, ROMO were keen to occupy an indoor 
space that kept an open client/barista relationship. 
We prepared a concept that fused the turkish roots 
of the brand with a clean Scandinavian style 
befitting a modern coffee shop.

2  Dessert Parlour, Brighton 
Client: Creams | Status: Completed 
Yelo were employed by Creams due to our experience 
of listed buildings after the parent company bought 
this former bank in Brighton. Careful negotiations 
with the local planning conservation team allowed 
extensive renovations to the interior whilst securing 
an additional mezzanine seating area.

1

2
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Brighton Dome  
Ticket Office
Church Street, Brighton
Client: Brighton Dome
Status: Completed

This popular live music venue was being  
let down by an outdated and poorly 
functioning ticket office. Yelo’s clever 
reshuffling of offices to create more retail  
space ensured our competition win for  
this listed building’s interior.

BACK TO CONTENTS  
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http://www.yeloarchitects.com/project/creams-dessert-parlour/
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“ We approached Yelo architects with an idea for 
our beach front multi sports park. Their amazing 
creativity, knowledge and professionalism 
helped bring our vision to life. I would highly 
recommend Yelo and look forward to working 
with them again on future projects.”

 Sam Thomas, Managing Director, FirmBalls Ltd 09.02.16
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Multi-sports Park
Brighton Seafront
Client: FirmBalls
Value: £2m
Located on Brighton seafront this former 
playground site was offered by Brighton and  
Hove City Council for redevelopment. Yelo worked 
with FirmBalls who wanted a permanent home for 
their fast growing five a side football business. 

Our design recycled shipping containers for the 
key elements of the building as they would be 
robust in this seaside environment. 60 entries  
were received by the council for this site and  
we made the final shortlist of three.

1  Office conversion, Sompting
Client: Nutshell Construction
Status: Concept stage 
Keen to promote their modern style of business 
with their traditional craftsmanship skills 
Nutshell appointed Yelo to redesign their barns 
in West Sussex. 

2  Office refurbishment, Brighton
Client: Gerard Maye Legal
Status: Completed 
After evolving into purely commercial law  
and re-branding this successful law firm were 
keen for their Brighton offices to reflect their 
new direction. Yelo gave the office a new 
contemporary look through building 
alterations, interior design and sourcing  
new furniture.

32  INTERIORS
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Greenbox
Ramsgate, Kent
Client: Thanet District Council
Value: £10m
Status: Feasibility stage completed
Following our successful Design for Future 
Climate change research project Yelo were 
commissioned as part of a team by Thanet District 
Council to help locate a site for Greenbox. 
Supporting and encouraging sustainable 
technology and its use Greenbox would act as  
a hub for green businesses and a local college.  
We selected a site in Ramsgate Port as it is was 
suffering from the withdrawal of the cross channel 
ferry but undergoing a rebirth as the main support 
dock for the Thanet Array windfarm.

SUSTAINABILITY  35

How would a newly designed residential building 
cope with the future climate of the year 2080? Not 
very well we discovered in our research. We went 
onto design many innovative features such as 
balconies that cooled the amenity areas through 
airflow and moss and also a water cooling device 
that acted as a pre-feed to the ventilation system.

Design for Future Climate: 
Adaptation of Buildings

Client: Technology Strategy Board
Value: N/A
Status: Research project completed

34  RESEARCH
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Student Common 
Room
Broadstairs, Kent
Client: East Kent College
Status: Completed

East Kent College have been refurbishing and 
redeveloping various departments on their 
Broadstairs campus and Yelo were appointed to 
provide a new student common room. We took a 
former carpentry workshop and hosted workshops 
with the students to develop ideas for the space. 
Despite a tight budget, fast programme and 
multiple stakeholders the transformation of  
the workshop has been hugely successful.

36  EDUCATION
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Yelo were asked to redevelop this stunning flat on 
Grand Avenue in Hove. Situated in a 19th century 
building, the flat retains the stunning features from 
its days as the houses’ billiard room. The owner 
wished to increase the number of bedrooms 
alongside a sensitive modernisation to the kitchen 
and bathroom that retains the original features 
such as wood panelling, floor tiles and cornicing. 
The desire was to create a delicate interaction 
between the old and new. The flat was most 
recently the home of Jennifer Worth the writer  
of Call The Midwife.

Flat Refurbishment
Grand Avenue, Hove
Client: Private client
Value: Confidential
Status: Completed

PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL / CONSERVATION  3938  PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL / CONSERVATION
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4  Scarr House, Somerset 
Status: In planning 
In the 1950’s this beautiful house was almost 
destroyed by a major fire, after 60 years of 
laying derelict we are rescuing it from its 
overgrown site and restoring it into a holiday let.
5  Eco House, Hill Drive, Hove 
Client: Private | Status: Planning consented  
Yelo took over this project after the client had 
received planning refusals with their previous 
architect for a new house. We developed a new 
approach and gained planning consent for  
a single storey eco house.

6  Camic Cottage 
Status: In planning  
Yelo are working on a multi year programme  
to redevelop this former farm lying within the 
Pagham Harbour Special Protection area. 
Working with ecologists our masterplan 
transforms the various farm buildings into 
residential and office uses.

4

5

6
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1  Charlotte Street, Brighton 
Status: On site 
A beautiful project taking a tired terraced 
house and providing a functional but 
minimalist interior for one of Yelo’s property 
developer clients.
2  Penthouse apartment 
Client: Electric Hair | Status: In planning  
Designed as a family home for a celebrity 
hairstylist this stunning flat covers the 
roofscape of a salon in central Brighton.

3  Kings Gardens, Brighton 
Status: Completed 
After a devastating flood Yelo were employed 
to refurbish this basement flat in a listed 
building on Hove seafront. We incorporated  
an additional bedroom and fully renovated  
the whole of the flat into a contemporary but 
classic style.

1

2

3
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Yelo Office Socials

1  Celebrating Christmas at Ridgeview Wine Estate
2  Climbing at Boulder Brighton
3  Wine tasting at Brighton & Hove Food Festival
4  One Hove Park site visit
5  Yelo 5th birthday party at Electric Hair, Brighton
6  The Yelo Team at the Olympic Park, London
7  Meeting / table tennis room 
8  Monthly lunch provided by staff
9  Yelo 3rd birthday party at The Basement, Brighton
10 Yelo day trip to London

1
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The Sussex Business Awards

Photography and 3D visualisation credits

 Jim Stephenson (clickclickjim.com)

 James Thompson (jamesthompson-design.com)

 Julia Claxton Photography (photography.juliaclaxton.net)

 Troopers Hill (troopershill.co.uk)

 Emma Wood Photography (emmawoodphotos.com)

 Richard Chivers (rchivers.co.uk)

 Nuno Silva

 JDC

 Turner Associates
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Awards

One Hove Park
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Contacts
First Floor
Olivier House
18 Marine Parade
Brighton, UK
BN2 1TL

+44 (0) 1273 608 444
hello@yeloarchitects.com
www.yeloarchitects.com

 @yeloarchitects

For all new business enquiries:

Andy Parsons
Director

+44 (0) 7956 555 017
andy@yeloarchitects.com

 @AndyYelo
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